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ABSTRACT 
Diornal, semidiurnal and quarterdiurnal variations (Cascade waves) are noticed not only in 
biological systems, but also in environmental mnditiom like the brometric pressure and tide level 
changes, etc. Quantitative studies of such variations require special type of harmonic analysis upto 
the fourth harmonic, but excluding the third harmonic. A 32qrdinate scheme is fonnubted for 
quick results of.such analysis. The scheme is applied in rhythm studies of cell activity in DNA 
synthesis, as an example. The scheme provides an accurate and lucid means for analysis of cascade 
waves from time series data. 
BASED on harmonic analysis (Fourier Series), 
Runge (1902, 1905) formulated simple 
analytical schemes for obtaining serially the 
first 3, 6 or 12 waves, without excluding any 
wave in each set. But, we come across cascade 
variations, especially in case of variables 
controlled by sun. In such cases, we need to 
determine the fourth harmonic (the wave period 
one-fourth of that of the primary wave) together 
with the second harmonic (the wave period 
being one-half of that of the primary wave) 
and the primary wave i.e. upto the fourth 
harmonic except the third one. Such cascade 
system of waves was analysed from time series 
data by a selection of 8-ordinates equidistantly 
placed along the time axis, skuting from t = 0 
(Murty, 1978). The 8-ordinate scheme is 
defective in the sense that the sine factor of 
the last wave (with wave period one-fourth of 
the primary period i.e. with frequency 4) is 
absent in it. This is the case with any scheme 
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(including the Runge schemes) with respect to 
the wave number which coincides with a half 
of the number of ordinates at choice, as it 
corresponds to the integral multiple of the angle 
n the sine value of which is therefore zero. 
The method was improved later by selecting 
16-ordinates (Murty, 1987). The more the 
number of ordinates involved in the analysis, 
the better would be the accuracy of the results. 
Therefore, 32-ordinate scheme is evolved to 
transform the variations of a parameter over a 
time of primary period into cascade waves of 
four periods. An example is worked out by 
making use of the scheme in rhythm studies 
of cell activity in DNA synthesis. 
In the scheme, the primary period T is 
divided into 32 equal parts and the 
corresponding 32 ordinates starting from the 
ordinate when time t is zero, are taken into 
consideration for analysis. Treating the complete 
cycle of the primary wave as 2sc radians, the 
sine and cosine terms of all the angles involved 
in this division each reduce in magnitude to 
one of the values of 0, 0.195, 0.38, 0.56, 0.71, 
0.83, 0.92, 0.98 or 1. 




